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SINGLE SOURCE CERTIFICATION 
Authority is requested to make the following purchase under the provision of USF System Regulation  

USF4.02010(IV)(A)(2)(b) as a non-competitive purchase available from only one source. By submitting this form, 
department acknowledges that existing exemptions will not apply to this purchase. Single source requests exceeding 

$75,000 must be signed by a Procurement Director and posted publicly for (3) business days. 

DATE:_________________________ 

ITEM(S):   ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

PRICE: $_____________________________________    FUND #:______________________________________ 

SUPPLIER ID:__________________________________  REQUISITION#:________________________________ 

SUPPLIER NAME:____________________________________________________________________________ 

FEDERAL GRANT: ____Y ____N 

In your words, describe the equipment, commodity, or contractual service. Explain how these specifications 
are essential to the accomplishment of your work: 

In your own words, describe the reason(s) the item is not subject to competition from other sources and 
how the stated specification(s) restrict the requisition to only one supplier.  Description may include unique 
features/compatibility/specifications/availability/delivery time frame etc. (Note: Price is not a valid reason). 

In your own words, describe the due diligence conducted to validate this supplier as Single Source. 
Description SHOULD list all other suppliers with item(s)/service(s) with similar functions, your efforts to 
identify other suppliers, and why these suppliers would not qualify to submit a competitive quote.  

  START  ______________   END ______________ 
PUBLIC POSTING DATES 

___________________________________________
_     Approved By (Procurement) DATE 
Authority: USF4.02010(IV)(A)(2)(b) Last Modified: 05/10/2021 

July 5, 2023 July 5, 2023 July 10, 2023

https://www.usf.edu/business-finance/purchasing/staff-procedures/purchasing/purchasing-exemptions.aspx

	DATE: 07-03-2023
	ITEMS: Distibuted Antenna System (DAS) Equipment and Installation Services
	PRICE: 250,000.00
	FUND: TBD
	SUPPLIER ID: 0000092446
	REQUISITION: TBD
	SUPPLIER NAME: AFL Networks
	START: 
	END: 
	Group1: 
	Off
	Group1: Choice2

	Text 1: AFL Networks has been maintaining our DAS environment for the past 5 years. Their historical knowledge of our antiquated system is critical in any installation at this time. DAS is a critical component to life safety that allows for cell phone coverage and 911 cellular service inside of buildings that normal service towers cannot penetrate. At this time, we need to continue to work with AFL Networks while we work on releasing an ITN for a large project to redesign and implement a new DAS system.
	Text 2: There is ongoing work to be able to issue the ITN, as mentioned above, so we need to continue working with the existing vendor for these services in the meantime.
	Text3: We are working with an existing vendor who already has existing knowledge of our DAS environment.


